Kodak is recommending the following adjustments:

1. Enter service menu
2. Select “Adjustment” / “Film Path adjustment”
3. Select tab “Image scanner splice”
4. Three (3) “threshold values” will be displayed – 135, APS & BW
5. Select 135 – The default setting will likely be in the range 50% – 60%
6. This value will need to be reduced. The best value may depend on the particular film leader in use.
   Suggested starting point \(\rightarrow 40\%\)
7. If this does not allow successful film handling, reduce this value in 5% steps to as low as 25%
8. Note: If this value gets too low, leader & film may not be distinguished correctly.

If the above adjustment recommendations do not provide satisfactory results please contact the equipment manufacturer Imaging Solutions for details on how to implement an engineering fix.
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